Obd pinout

On-board diagnostics OBD is an automotive term referring to a vehicle's self-diagnostic and
reporting capability. OBD systems give the vehicle owner or repair technician access to the
status of the various vehicle sub-systems. The amount of diagnostic information available via
OBD has varied widely since its introduction in the early s versions of on-board vehicle
computers. Early versions of OBD would simply illuminate a malfunction indicator light or "idiot
light" if a problem was detected but would not provide any information as to the nature of the
problem. Modern OBD implementations use a standardized digital communications port to
provide real-time data in addition to a standardized series of diagnostic trouble codes , or DTCs,
which allow a person to rapidly identify and remedy malfunctions within the vehicle. Different
versions had slight differences in pin-outs and baud rates. Earlier versions used a baud rate,
while later versions went up to baud and used bi-directional communications to the PCM. The
regulatory intent of OBD-I was to encourage auto manufacturers to design reliable emission
control systems that remain effective for the vehicle's "useful life". OBD-I was largely
unsuccessful, [ citation needed ] as the means of reporting emissions-specific diagnostic
information was not standardized. Technical difficulties with obtaining standardized and reliable
emissions information from all vehicles led to an inability to implement the annual testing
program effectively. By connecting certain pins of the diagnostic connector, the 'Check Engine'
light will blink out a two-digit number that corresponds to a specific error condition. Cadillac
gasoline fuel-injected vehicles are equipped with actual on-board diagnostics, providing trouble
codes, actuator tests and sensor data through the new digital Electronic Climate Control
display. Holding down 'Off' and 'Warmer' for several seconds activates the diagnostic mode
without the need for an external scan tool. OBD 1. GM did not use the term OBD 1. For example,
the 94â€”95 Corvettes have one post-catalyst oxygen sensor although they have two catalytic
converters , and have a subset of the OBD-II codes implemented. For ALDL connections, pin 9
is the data stream, pins 4 and 5 are ground, and pin 16 is battery voltage. Additional
vehicle-specific diagnostic and control circuits are also available on this connector. For
instance, on the Corvette there are interfaces for the Class 2 serial data stream from the PCM,
the CCM diagnostic terminal, the radio data stream, the airbag system, the selective ride control
system, the low tire pressure warning system, and the passive keyless entry system. An OBD 1.
The OBD-II standard specifies the type of diagnostic connector and its pinout, the electrical
signalling protocols available, and the messaging format. It also provides a candidate list of
vehicle parameters to monitor along with how to encode the data for each. There is a pin in the
connector that provides power for the scan tool from the vehicle battery, which eliminates the
need to connect a scan tool to a power source separately. However, some technicians might
still connect the scan tool to an auxiliary power source to protect data in the unusual event that
a vehicle experiences a loss of electrical power due to a malfunction. As a result of this
standardization, a single device can query the on-board computer s in any vehicle. OBD-II
standardization was prompted by emissions requirements, and though only emission-related
codes and data are required to be transmitted through it, most manufacturers have made the
OBD-II Data Link Connector the only one in the vehicle through which all systems are
diagnosed and programmed. For newly introduced models, the regulation dates applied a year
earlier - January 1, for petrol and January 1, for diesel. Each of the EOBD fault codes consists of
five characters: a letter, followed by four numbers. The letter refers to the system being
interrogated e. Pxxxx would refer to the powertrain system. The next character would be a 0 if
complies to the EOBD standard. So it should look like P0xxx. The following two characters
would refer to the individual fault within each subsystem. In this case "E" stands for Enhanced.
Most vehicles implement only one of the protocols. It is often possible to deduce the protocol
used based on which pins are present on the J connector:. All OBD-II pinouts use the same
connector, but different pins are used with the exception of pin 4 battery ground and pin 16
battery positive. OBD-II provides access to data from the engine control unit ECU and offers a
valuable source of information when troubleshooting problems inside a vehicle. The SAE J
standard defines a method for requesting various diagnostic data and a list of standard
parameters that might be available from the ECU. The various parameters that are available are
addressed by "parameter identification numbers" or PID s which are defined in J Manufacturers
are not required to implement all PIDs listed in J and they are allowed to include proprietary
PIDs that are not listed. These range from simple generic consumer level tools to highly
sophisticated OEM dealership tools to vehicle telematic devices. The software then decodes the
received data to a visual display. The extent that a PC tool may access manufacturer or
vehicle-specific ECU diagnostics varies between software products [22] as it does between
hand-held scanners. Data loggers are designed to capture vehicle data while the vehicle is in
normal operation, for later analysis. Analysis of vehicle black box data may be performed on a
periodic basis, automatically transmitted wirelessly to a third party or retrieved for forensic

analysis after an event such as an accident, traffic infringement or mechanical fault. Since
OBD-II stores trouble codes for emissions equipment, the testing computer can query the
vehicle's onboard computer and verify there are no emission related trouble codes and that the
vehicle is in compliance with emission standards for the model year it was manufactured.
Driver's supplementary vehicle instrumentation is instrumentation installed in a vehicle in
addition to that provided by the vehicle manufacturer and intended for display to the driver
during normal operation. This is opposed to scanners used primarily for active fault diagnosis,
tuning, or hidden data logging. Auto enthusiasts have traditionally installed additional gauges
such as manifold vacuum, battery current etc. The OBD standard interface has enabled a new
generation of enthusiast instrumentation accessing the full range of vehicle data used for
diagnostics, and derived data such as instantaneous fuel economy. Instrumentation may take
the form of dedicated trip computers , [27] carputer or interfaces to PDAs , [28] smartphones, or
a Garmin navigation unit. As a carputer is essentially a PC, the same software could be loaded
as for PC-based scan tools and vice versa, so the distinction is only in the reason for use of the
software. OBD II information is commonly used by vehicle telematics devices that perform fleet
tracking, monitor fuel efficiency, prevent unsafe driving, as well as for remote diagnostics and
by Pay-As-You-Drive insurance. Although originally not intended for the above purposes,
commonly supported OBD II data such as vehicle speed, RPM, and fuel level allow GPS-based
fleet tracking devices to monitor vehicle idling times, speeding, and over-revving. By monitoring
OBD II DTCs a company can know immediately if one of its vehicles has an engine problem and
by interpreting the code the nature of the problem. OBD II is also monitored to block mobile
phones when driving and to record trip data for insurance purposes. Researchers at the
University of Washington and University of California examined the security around OBD, and
found that they were able to gain control over many vehicle components via the interface.
Furthermore, they were able to upload new firmware into the engine control units. Their
conclusion is that vehicle embedded systems are not designed with security in mind. There
have been reports of thieves using specialist OBD reprogramming devices to enable them to
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Manufacturer discretion. Activate Ethernet Diagnostics over IP. Wikimedia Commons has media
related to Obd2. OBD-II is a set of specifications for monitoring and reporting on engine
performance in modern automobiles. Diesel compression ignition vehicles were not required to
support OBD until Locating your OBD-II connector can be a difficult task as vehicle
manufacturers tend to hide away the socket. Usually OBD-2 connector is located on the driver's
side of the passenger compartment near the center console. Sometimes it's located in the
driver's foot well, under the steering wheel, behind panels in the dashboard fascia and the
central area between the driver's seat and the passenger seat. Some connectors have been
located behind ashtrays, under the passenger seat and even over by the passengers door.
OBD-2 connector must have pins 4, 5 for ground connections and pin 16 for 12 volt power
supply from the vehicle battery. If the vehicle's onboard diagnostic system detects a
malfunction, a DTC corresponding to the malfunction is stored in the vehicle's computer, as
well as realtime data from the sensors connected to the on-board computer. A service
technician can retrieve the DTC, using a scan tool, and take appropriate action to resolve the
malfunction. Prior to the advent of digital powertrain control modules, which is the technical
enabler for the OBD feature, repairing a vehicle relied solely upon the technicians skill and

service literature from the auto manufacturer. Unlike the OBD-I connector, which was found
under the hood of the vehicle, the OBD-II connector is located on the driver's side of the
passenger compartment near the center console. There are five protocols in use with the OBD-II
interface, and often it is possible to make an educated guess about the protocol in use based on
which pins are present on the J connector:. This protocol has a data rate of Note that pins 4
battery ground and 16 battery positive are present in all configurations. Also, ISO and ISO use
the same pinout, thus you cannot distinguish between the two simply by examining the
connector. By , all vehicles sold in the US will be required to implement the CAN bus, thus
eliminating the ambiguity of the existing five signalling protocols. The CAN bus is simply a pair
of wires, often twisted around each other, running around the vehicle and terminated at either
end of the two-wire network with resistors of Ohms. The only components connected to the
CAN bus are the electronic control units nodes. Other components, such as sensors, motors,
light bulbs, switches, etc. If an electronic control unit is to communicate to another it will need
to know the CAN identity code of the recipient. A simple check to see if the CAN bus is in use in
a vehicle, and accessible via the OBD socket, is to connect a resistance meter across pin 6 and
pin Due to the combined resistance of the two termination resistors at Ohms each the overall
resistance should be read as 60 Ohms. OBD-II provides access to numerous data from the ECU
and offers a valuable source of information when troubleshooting problems inside a vehicle.
The SAE J standard defines a method for requesting various diagnostic data and a list of
standard parameters that might be available from the ECU. The various parameters that are
available are addressed by parameter identification numbers or PIDs which are defined in J Ask
a question Comment Edit Submit New. OBD stands for on-board diagnostics and defines the
modern fuel managed vehicles electronic interface system. Is my vehicle equipped with OBD-2?
Refer to related pinouts for vendor-specific OBD-2 pinouts. According to 8 reports in our
database 8 positive and 0 negative this pinout should be correct. Is this pinout correct. If you
did publish instruction for Do-It-Yourself device with this pinout, share the link with us.
Wikipedia - On Board Diagnostics. No portion of this webpage may be reproduced in any form
without visible link to pinoutguide. Efforts have been made to ensure this page is correct, but it
is the responsibility of the user to verify the data is correct for their application. CAN-bus was
designed for automotive applications but is also used in other areas. A modern automobile may
have up to 50 electronic control units ECU for various subsystems. Usually the biggest
processor is the engine control unit, others are used for transmission, airbags, antilock braking,
cruise control, audio systems, windows, doors, mirror adjustment, etc. Some of these form
independent subsystems, but communications among others are essential. The CAN standard
was devised to fill this need. The CAN bus may be used in vehicles to connect engine control
unit and transmission, or on a different bus to connect the door locks, climate control, seat
control, etc. Today the CAN bus is also used as a fieldbus in general automation environments.
The devices that are connected by a CAN network are typically sensors, actuators and control
devices. A CAN message never reaches these devices directly, but instead a host-processor
and a CAN Controller is needed between these devices and the bus. This bus is used on
agricultural tractors. This bus is intended to provide interconnectivity with any implementation
adhering to the standard. Ask a question Comment Edit Submit New. Controller area network
CAN or CAN-bus is a vehicle bus standard designed to allow microcontrollers and devices to
communicate with each other within a vehicle without a host computer. According to 2 reports
in our database 2 positive and 0 negative this pinout should be correct. Is this pinout correct. If
you did publish instruction for Do-It-Yourself device with this pinout, share the link with us. No
portion of this webpage may be reproduced in any form without visible link to pinoutguide.
Efforts have been made to ensure this page is correct, but it is the responsibility of the user to
verify the data is correct for their application. These pins are not standard and are vendor
specific. This is the Bus positive pin of the protocol. This is the Bus negative pin of the
protocol. Apart from this it also measures some of the important vital parameters of an Engine.
This OBD connector is meant to be used only by the service guy to monitor the health of your
Car and provide diagnosis. Apart from this it is also controls the warning lights on your Cars
dashboard. It is a federal law to modify or tamper with the OBD system of your car, but if your
engine failure light has gone in your Car and you want to diagnose the problem by yourself then
it is pretty much easy to use connectors like ODB-II to connect between your Car and a
microcontroller or microprocessor. Once you get all the vital details of your car into a
development platform like Arduino or Raspberry Pi then the application is limitless. The OBD
port can found on the dashboard near the steering wheel of eve
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ry car. The position of the port varies based on the manufacturer and is normally hidden in a
blind spot for aesthetic reasons. Then the UART board is connected to a computer where the
communication takes place through the Tx, Rx and Ground pins and normal data type will be
with baud rate in which there will be 8-data bits and 1 stop bit with no parity. We can then use
any serial communication software like putty or even Arduino to speak with the car though AT
commands. Each AT command has a specific task to perform or returns a specific value. You
can learn more about interfacing through the sparkfun hookup tutorial which explains how the
connection should be made and initiated. Subscribe to stay updated with industry's latest
Electronics components and news. The STM32Cube with graphical software configuration tool
reduces development efforts, time, and cost. Component Datasheet. Tags OBD. Get Our Weekly
Newsletter! STM32 Development Boards. STM32F32 Ecosystem. X-Band Radar Portfolio.

